Individual Tuition
Some people are so short of time, or have such pressing needs, that they need Individual English Tuition.
Others simply prefer the opportunity to concentrate on their own priority areas. Whatever your objectives,
you will have the total dedication of a personal trainer who will create a programme just for you.
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Location

Holland Park Gardens, Westcroft Square, Canterbury

Age

Minimum 18 (London), 25 (Canterbury); average 42

Group size

1:1 or 2:1

Duration

Flexible

Hours

15, 20 or 30 hours per week

Timetable

Between 08.00 - 19.00, Monday – Friday
(Evenings and weekends on request; charged at out-of-hours rate)

Dates

Flexible

Fees

£80/hour (1:1 standard rate)
£100/hour (1:1 out-of-hours rate)
£50/person/hour (2:1 standard rate)
£64/person/hour (2:1 out-of-hours rate)

Includes

 Daily three course lunch
 Welcome networking reception
 Access to LondonSchool Online platform
 All course materials
 Detailed end of course report

Who is it for?
There is no ‘typical’ person who chooses individual English tuition. Some feel a group course is simply not
suitable; others have limited time available; and still others want the trainer to be able to focus 100 per
cent on their needs. A programme of individual tuition recognises that everyone is different, so the
training content is entirely flexible to suit you.

Course Content
Some people have identified an area of very specific needs and require totally personalised and focused
training which a group course may not be able to provide.
People choosing to take individual tuition choose to do so for a wide variety of reasons which can
include:
 Preparation for an important presentation
 Increasing confidence for an English-language conference, seminar or meeting
 Priority focus on specific areas of weakness or of interest
 Increasing overall level of confidence in all aspects of English language use
 Preparing for a specific exam
 A need to ensure total focus on personal needs
All our individual tuition programmes include a detailed needs analysis leading to a carefully tailored
training programme ensuring that we maintain complete focus on specifically identified areas of need.
Many people choose to do a combination course, where half a day is spent in group tuition, whilst the
other half is spent in 1:1 tuition. You may also choose to take your individual tuition with a colleague –
making it a 2:1 course.

